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Letter 443
VISION
“Life To The Tribe”
2016-02-16
Dear Dan,
Sunday 14 February 2016, 7AM.
I was at work Friday night 12 February performing my routine tasks which typically include
a variety of thought conversations with the Lord and/or whatever angel wants to talk at
that moment.
While walking along a hallway I was thinking of something that had occurred earlier that
night on the way to work. As I was driving, my thoughts were drawn to the memory of a
lady that works at the Snoqualmie Tribe’s Tobacco Store, which is where I like to purchase
my American Spirit smokes.
As I was drawn into the thought, the memory of the lady turned into a vision, then into a
spiritual presence, and then the vision changed to where the spirit Lady and I were
standing face to face. I realized then that I had to stop the vision, or I could end up possibly
being stopped by my car hitting the rear end of another car.
Anyway, I was at work remembering this vision that was about to turn into spiritual reality
when angel Gabriella said to me:

"

“YOU NEED TO PROPHECY LIFE TO THE TRIBE”.

I pretty much knew at the time that I had met the Angel of the Snoqualmie Indian Tribe
while driving in my truck.
But I have the odd habit of vetting spirits according to Scripture anyway, no matter how
“nice” they feel, or what I think. So, the plan is now that the angel and I will meet someday
soon up at PraiseTree, and I will then challenge the spirit. After that, I will inquire of the
Lord as to how I should approach His Word of Life to be given to the Snoqualmie Indian
Tribe at the appropriate time.
Even though I asked angel Gabriel today and he verbally con[irmed that the Spirit Lady is a
faithful angel, I will still go through the vetting process. Going by The Book is necessary to
prevent any spiritual [issures that may be exploited later on by Uday & Qusay. And Gabriel
agrees with this.
Since we’re on the subject of “going by the book”, did you know that the oft-quoted phrase
in the Bible; “the letter kills, but the spirit gives life”, (see 2 Corinthians 3:1-6) has nothing
to do with Scripture?
I have heard many a Christian, including myself, use this verse in a defensive posture if
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someone else is using Scripture in a very granular way to have their own point proof-texted.
This is Paul talking in the text, and Paul will often attack a given subject from many
different angles before coming to his main point.
The context surrounding Paul’s words in this Scripture make it clear that he is talking about
[ictitious letters of commendation. A present-day job-seeker would call these a resumé with
references. Paul is bringing this up in a sarcastic, hypothetical fashion. One needs to begin
reading in chapter 1 of 2nd Corinthians to understand what is being said in chapter 3.
Jesus spoke two things that were later recorded and became Scripture. Here they are:

"

For assuredly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away,
one jot or one tittle will by no means pass from the law
till all is ful9illed.
Matthew 5:18
It is the Spirit who gives life; the 9lesh pro9its nothing.
The words that I speak to you are spirit, and they are life.
John 6:63
That’s getting pretty granular with the “letter”. But Jesus said His words (and that includes
those of His apostles) are “spirit”, and “life”. So it is impossible for Paul, writing with by the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, to mean that the “letter” of his [ictitious resumé suddenly
refers to the close scrutiny of a selection of words in any given passage of the Bible.
The punch line that Paul uses, “for the letter kills, but the spirit gives life”, is actually a
juxtaposition comparing his own hypothetical, non-existent letter of commendation and
existing letters of commendation of others, with an actual Living Epistle, written by the
Spirit, which is the Body of Believers he is writing to. And, according to the granular letter
of the Scripture, this Corinthian Body of Believers ARE his Letters of Commendation.
Even a “cave-angel” should be able to understand these basic precepts.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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